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FlashNet and Avid Interplay | Archive®
FlashNet and Avid’s Interplay | Archive solution together
provide the most comprehensive content archive and
storage management solution for Avid users.
The deep and elegant integration between Interplay | Archive and SGL’s
FlashNet means that Avid users can manage both archived and online
media within their Interplay Production application.
Avid users never need to switch to FlashNet to manage their archival,
search, or restore processes. Even checking the status of a current
request, or checking the archive job queue, is managed directly within
Interplay | Archive.
The Interplay | Archive and FlashNet integration is the result of a rich
co-development partnership between Avid and SGL.

FlashNet, Driving Avid Interplay Archive

SGL FlashNet fits within Avid’s Media Central Platform, connected within
the Avid open system architecture that encompasses Avid Interplay and
the entire suite of Avid systems and solutions.

FlashNet &
Interplay |
Archive
The most comprehensive
integrated archiving
solution for Avid
Interplay.
n Archive and Restore
Direct from Avid
Interplay
n Efficient Partial File
Restore
n Free up Space on
Avid ISIS
n Monitor Archiving
Activity from within
Interplay

SGL and Avid also provide elegant integration between FlashNet and
Interplay | MAM.

FlashNet: Scalable and Resilient

FlashNet is built around a clustered architecture, which allows virtually
infinite scalability of the archive, from the smallest call-letter stations to
the largest network operation. SGL FlashNet comprises three base
modules, which can be run on a single server to provide cost-efficient
archive operations in a compact installation, or can be installed or
extended across multiple nodes to form a cluster that provides automatic
failover and high levels of data throughput.
SGL FlashNet’s architecture also provides unrivalled resilience: in the
event that a node fails, its duties are automatically taken over by other
cluster members, without interruption to archive operations and without
requirement for manual intervention.

n Full Support for
Master-Clips,
Sub-Clips and
Sequences
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Key Features and Benefits
 Archive clips directly from Avid applications
Send a clip to the selected archive destination from Avid Interplay |
Access or Media Composer, without clip duplication.
 Archive automatically with the Auto Archive folder
Simply drag a clip or sequence to the Auto Archive folder. The file will
be automatically archived.
 Low-resolution browsing of archived media
When the sequence is archived, high-resolution media can be deleted
from online storage, while the low-resolution material remains
available for real-time browsing and playing.
 Search the archive database
Easily search for a clip in the archive database using the Search tab in
the Avid Interplay | Access window, or simply use the tree view to
locate the clip you want to restore.
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 Retrieve from the archive database
Use the results of a search to select a clip to restore, or simply use
the tree view to locate the clip you want to restore.
 Easy Archive and restore from Avid editing applications
No need to leave your Avid Media Composer, NewsCutter, Instinct or
Symphony Nitris while sending or retrieving media to and from the
archive.
 Save time and disk space with Partial Restore
Restore just the necessary portions of a large master clip or finished
sequence with the Partial Restore feature. Restore only the media
needed for your required subclip.

Start Small and Grow

For sites that do not need the full power of the Interplay | Archive, SGL
also offers an Interplay Web Services plug-in, which contains many of
the features of Interplay | Archive, and which supports a future upgrade
if the full functionality becomes necessary in the future, without loss of
any data, or a confusing change in workflow.

Drag and Drop Archive Management
from Interplay Access
Global In-House Support
Partial File Restore
Interplay Auto Archive
Archive from Media Composer Interface
Interplay Asset Tracking
Interplay Archive Profiles
Custom Archive Metadata in Interplay
Archive Barcode Info in Interplay
Upgradeable to PAM Archive
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